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Abstract: Security and privacy concerns represent a significant hindrance to the widespread adoption
of cloud computing services. While cloud adoption mitigates some of the existing information
technology (IT) risks, research shows that it introduces a new set of security risks linked to
multi-tenancy, supply chain and system complexity. Assessing and managing cloud risks can
be a challenge, even for cloud service providers (CSPs), due to the increased numbers of parties,
devices and applications involved in cloud service delivery. The limited visibility of security controls
down the supply chain, further exacerbates this risk assessment challenge. As such, we propose the
Cloud Supply Chain Cyber Risk Assessment (CSCCRA) model, a quantitative risk assessment model
which is supported by supplier security posture assessment and supply chain mapping. Using the
CSCCRA model, we assess the risk of a SaaS application, mapping its supply chain, identifying weak
links in the chain, evaluating its security risks and presenting the risk value in monetary terms (£),
with this, promoting cost-effective risk mitigation and optimal risk prioritisation. We later apply the
Core Unified Risk Framework (CURF) in comparing the CSCCRA model with already established
methods, as part of evaluating its completeness.
Keywords: cloud computing; quantitative risk assessment; supply chain; transparency;
security rating service; decision support analysis

1. Introduction
Cloud computing is widely believed to be the future of computing [1]. The use of cloud resources
has changed the way data is stored, shared and accessed. However, as compelling as cloud computing
is for organisational productivity, understanding its information security risks and mitigation strategies
is critical [2]. The security challenges of cloud computing are even more formidable in the public
cloud, where infrastructure and computational resources are owned, managed and operated by third
parties [3]. The use of the public cloud typically means that organisation’s data and applications are
managed outside their trust boundary and require a dynamic supply chain, which invariably introduces
a new set of risks, changing the probability of success for a threat source and increasing the impact of
an attack. The variety of parties involved in the delivery of a cloud service widens its attack surface [4].
While we argue that the cloud is often more secure, compared to many enterprise networks, the extent
of this security is hard to verify, seeing that Cloud Service Providers (CSPs), who should be more
aware of cloud risks, find it difficult to audit or assess risks due to limited visibility of security controls
and lack of supplier transparency [5].
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The multi-tenancy characteristics of the cloud, coupled with its dynamic supply chain, have been
identified as two areas of challenge to cloud risk assessment. Studies into the supply chain of cloud
services have shown that at least 80% of a typical software-as-a-service (SaaS) application is made up of
assembled parts, with each component representing a different level of risk [6]. Also, with 1.8 billion
vulnerable open source components downloaded in 2015 and at least 26% of the most common
open-source component having high-risk vulnerabilities, the risks of multicloud systems would seem
to be on an ever-increasing trajectory. In an attempt to address the challenges of assessing cloud
risks, numerous scholars have developed conceptual models [7–11]. While some of these studies
have concentrated on cloud adoption risk assessment, others have followed the traditional route
to security risk assessment, adapting the traditional risk frameworks, for example, ISO/IEC 27005,
ISO/IEC 31000 and NIST 800-30v1. Being predominantly qualitative or at best semi-quantitative,
the prevalent use of these traditional methodologies in assessing cloud risks presents a wide range
of limitations including the subjectivity of risk evaluation and the inability to cope with the dynamic
cloud infrastructure [12,13].
The limitations of current risk assessment frameworks, therefore, calls for a more dynamic
and inclusive approach to cloud risk assessment, one that considers the transparency of the supply
chain, accountability of suppliers and improves the trust of the customer. Cloud computing
risk assessment requires domain-specific knowledge and a deep understanding of the Target of
Assessment (ToA), that is, cloud service, to ensure one can arrive at reasonable risk estimates. The risk
landscape of a cloud service is constituted of the security risks introduced during the development,
implementation, operation and maintenance phases of the service [14]; hence, with traditional
frameworks, decision-making has often been based on incomplete information. Therefore, seeing that
a key novelty of cloud computing in comparison to other IT service is its dynamic supply chain,
assessing the risk of a cloud service requires capturing a snapshot of its shifting landscape.
This study extends the work presented in [15] by providing a more detailed description of the
Cloud Supply Chain Cyber Risk Assessment model (CSCCRA) model. Using the CSCCRA model, we
assess the risk of a SaaS application, mapping its supply chain, identifying weak links in the chain,
evaluating its security risks and presenting the risk value in monetary terms, with this, promoting
cost-effective risk mitigation and optimal risk prioritisation. Following this, we apply the Core Unified
Risk Framework (CURF) in comparing the CSCCRA model with already established risk assessment
methods, as part of evaluating its completeness.
The CSCCRA model is built out to empower CSPs to make reliable inferences about the risk of
their cloud service and the performance of their component suppliers, based on a deep understanding
of their underlying structure. Through its conduct of an attack surface analysis, the CSCCRA enables
cloud providers to identify suppliers who might pose a threat to the cloud service, with this reducing
the exposure to the CSP. It builds on existing risk assessment standards and guidance documents such
as ISO/IEC 27005 [16], ISO/IEC 31000 [17], NIST 800-30v1 [18] and FAIR risk assessment [19].
The structure of the paper is as follows—we present the literature on cloud risk assessment,
supply chain and transparency in Section 2. Then we articulate the CSCCRA model in Section 3.
The CSCCRA is used to assess the risk of a SaaS application in Section 4, after which we compare the
model with other established methods in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper and presents our
plans for future work.
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2. Literature Review
This section focuses on a review of existing cloud risk assessment models, the cloud supply chain
and the effect of transparency on cloud risks.
2.1. Cloud Risk Assessment
Cloud risk assessment is defined as a step by step, repeatable process used to produce an
understanding of cloud risks associated with relinquishing control of data or management of services
to an external service provider [20]. Currently, and despite the very many discourses about cloud
computing risks, there is no reliable cloud-specific risk assessment methodology, neither is there
a comprehensive vocabulary on cloud risk elements [21]. The cloud industry lacks a structured
framework for identifying, assessing and managing cloud risks [8,22]. The lack of a systematic
approach and expert subjectivity, synonymous with risk assessments, particularly qualitative, has led
to inconsistencies in cloud risks [23,24].
There are relatively few published studies in the area of cloud computing risk assessments
both from the academic and industrial communities. Seeing that cloud deployments are rapidly
evolving based on new service provider offerings and changing compliance and regulatory landscape,
risk assessment solutions would seem not to be keeping pace with cloud growth. Nevertheless,
we acknowledge the efforts of international standard and regulatory organisations such as the Cloud
Security Alliance (CSA), a not-for-profit organisation, whose mission is to promote the use of best
practices that provide security assurance in the cloud [25]. Their work on cloud security, privacy and
trust, have formed an excellent foundation for new research. The current state-of-the-art in cloud risk
assessment is presented in works of Alturkistani et al. [26] and Drissi et al. [13], where the authors
classified recent cloud risk assessment approaches into five and seven categories respectively.
In Table 1, we present a cross-section of other proposed cloud risk assessment methods,
highlighting their assessment method, use of experts and evaluation of supply chain.
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Table 1. Existing Cloud Risk Assessment Models.
Author/Year

Method

Implementation

Risk Value

Use of Experts

Supply Chain

They proposed a model that
considers both the cloud customer
and the CSP during its risk
assessment process.

Qualitative

Yes

Risk Matrix

No

Yes

(Busby et al., 2014) [11]

SECCRIT is a risk assessment model
developed to assist organisations in
determining the risk associated with
cloud adoption.

Qualitative

No

Risk Score

No

Yes

(Djemame et al., 2011) [28]

Risk assessment framework with
methodologies for the identification,
evaluation,mitigation & monitoring
of cloud risks during the various
stages of cloud provision.

Semi-quantitative

No

Risk
Score

No

Yes

(Fito et al., 2010) [29]

A cloud risk assessment model for
analysing the data security risks of
confidential data. It prioritises cloud
risks according to their impact
on Business Level Objectives(BLO).

Semi-quantitative

Yes

Risk Score

No

No

(Liu & Liu, 2011) [30]

The model assesses cloud risks based
on eight kinds of threats to security
principles, and their corresponding factors.

Qualitative

No

Risk Score

Yes

No

Semi-quantitative

No

Risk Score

Yes

No

(Albakri et al., 2014) [27]

(Saripalli & Walters, 2010) [31]

Cloud Risk Assessment Description

A quantitative risk and impact
assessment of cloud risk events based
on six key security objectives.
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Table 1. Cont.
Author/Year

Cloud Risk Assessment Description

Method

Implementation

Risk Value

Use of Experts

Supply Chain

(Sendi & Cheriet, 2014) [9]

The model uses fuzzy multi-criteria
decision-making technique to assess
cloud risks. Linguistic variables are
used to obtain expert opinions for
weighting security risk criteria.

Quantitative

Yes

Risk Score

No

No

(Sivasubramanian et al., 2017) [10]

The model measures cloud risks in
terms of impact, occurrence and
disclosure, to arrive at a Risk
Priority Number (RPN).

Semi-quantitative

No

Risk Score

No

No

(Zhang et al., 2010) [32]

The framework was developed for
a better understanding of critical
areas in cloud computing environments and the identification and
mitigation of cloud risks.

Quali-tative

No

Risk Score

No

No
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2.2. Cloud Supply Chain Risks
The supply chain of a cloud service can be defined as a complex system of two or more parties
that work together to provide, develop, host, manage, monitor or use cloud services [33]. The typical
cloud supply chain is made up of five essential elements, which are: Cloud Service Providers,
Hosting Infrastructure, Delivery Platform, Cloud Control Systems and the Cloud Customers [33].
The cloud supply chain employs “aggressive sourcing” based on free-market principles rather than
collaboration, which increases cloud risks. Risks associated with the processes, procedures and
practices used to assure the integrity, security, resilience and quality of cloud services increases with
the on-demand, automated, and multi-tenanted cloud, down the supply chain [34]. Cloud services are
exposed to new threats capable of exploiting the technology, process and organisational vulnerabilities
associated with the cloud service delivery.
The supply chain of a cloud service involves multi-level networked relationships among a
heterogeneous group of organisations, many of which are small and medium enterprises (SMEs).
Lindner et al. [35] believe the application of the supply chain concept to cloud computing to be
innovative and suggest the possibility of a new research field. According to Jenks [36], there is a
gap between the ‘what’ and ‘how’ processes of managing cloud supply chain cybersecurity risks,
and seeing that only a few recommendations have been made to bridge this gap, it remains an open
research problem [37,38].
2.3. Transparency, Trust and Risk Assessment
Numerous scholars have written extensively about the in-depth connection between transparency
and trust [39,40]. Other research works have also considered the effect of transparency on risk [41,42].
However, only a few of these studies have addressed issues in the technology sector, particularly cloud
computing. According to Pearson [43] and Schneier [44], the low level of consumer trust resulting
from the lack of cloud provider transparency have resulted in new and unquantifiable security risks.
In Reference [45], Ismail et al. described cloud security transparency as the disclosure of
security-related practices and controls used for the protection of customer data and applications hosted
in the cloud environment. Similarly, Werff et al. [46] defined trust as a three-stage process consisting of
positive expectation, the decision to make oneself vulnerable to another party and a risk-taking act.
In Reference [47], the author makes a distinction between contractual, competence and goodwill trust,
while the work of Sung & Kang [48] lists long-term and repeated interaction, information sharing
and reciprocity, and interdependence and asset specificity as the determinants of trust level between
firms. In cloud supply chains, trust is one of the fundamental cooperation factors [49]. To establish the
interconnectedness between transparency, trust and risk assessment, Kaliski-Jr and Pauley [20] point
out that an increased level of trust improves disclosure and reduces perceived risk, while Pearson [43]
concludes that risk assessments provide significant value in increasing trust in commercial services.
In Figure 1, we show how each element contributes to improving consumer perception of cloud
adoption risks.
According to the Centre for the Protection of National Infrastructure (CPNI), the awareness or
visibility of third-party risks is the key to effective risk management [50]. The lack of cloud provider
data on cloud risks, which is hindered by concerns for reputational risks [51], remains a primary
challenge for the cloud industry. An example of this lack of transparency is found in CSA’s report
on cloud outages between 2008 and 2013. The report listed 172 unique cloud incidents, but only 129
(75%) providers declared the cause of the outage, while 43 (25%) failed to attribute their outage to a
particular vector [52].
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Figure 1. Transparency, Trust and Risk Management between Cloud Stakeholders.

2.4. Research Gap and Proposal
As shown in Table 1, only a few cloud risk assessment models have considered the inherent risks
in the supply chain. Furthermore, due to the lack of a structured framework for cloud assessment,
many of the existing studies continue to adopt the traditional IT risk assessment methods, which are
predominantly qualitative, static and unable to adapt to the dynamic cloud supply chain. With the
cloud supply chain made up of SMEs, whose vulnerability to cyber attacks magnifies into the
supply chains, there is a need to assess cloud risks from a supply chain perspective, identifying
the sub-providers involved in service delivery and evaluating their security controls. This remains a
gap with provider-based risk assessment, one which if addressed, is capable of promoting visibility
into the vulnerability of the chain and information sharing, both of which are key to conducting a
comprehensive RA.
As such, we propose the CSCCRA model, which we argue, partially addresses the problem
of supply chain risks in cloud computing. Currently, no other study has addressed this problem,
and since information security is all about decisions, we believe that this quantitative and iterative
approach to cloud risk assessment, will provide CSPs with an objective risk result, that is consistent,
easy to understand and encourages continuous mitigation of cloud risks.
3. The CSCCRA Model
The CSCCRA model (see Figure 2) considers the dynamism of the cloud supply chain and looks to
address the gap of cloud supply chain transparency, and how the lack of visibility of supplier’s security
controls have contributed to the inadequate level of cloud risk assessment. Knowing that this can be
a difficult undertaking, not least because of the inherently unpredictable and chaotic cloud supply
chain, we adopt the systems thinking approach to solving complex system problems as suggested
by Ghadge et al. [53]. Systems thinking provides the ability to see the world as a complex system
and understand the interconnectedness of networks [54]. Using this approach, we conceptualise and
analyse the interdependencies of a cloud service during the risk assessment and make use of modelling
and simulation techniques to draw the result of the assessment.
Given the scarcity of initiatives for the practical implementation of a quantitative cloud risk
assessment, the development of the CSCCRA model aims to contribute towards improving the
state-of-the-art in cloud risk assessment. It hopes to achieve this by showing how a holistic
quantitative risk assessment and decision analysis model provides a unique capability for capturing
the dynamic behaviour of risks within a cloud supply chain and measuring the overall risk behaviour.
While numerous scholars have openly questioned the subjectivity of expert’s estimate in quantitative
analysis [12,18], our implementation of CSCCRA aims to prove that despite the lack of historical data,
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cloud risk assessments can achieve increased objectivity through the use of controlled experimentation,
clearly defined model, peer reviews and calibration of the expert judges [19,55].
The steps taken to assess cloud provisioning risks using the CSCCRA model are as shown in
Figure 2 and are listed as follows [56]:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Decompose the cloud application into its component services and map out the supply chain.
Assess the security of the supplier of each service component using a multi-criteria decision
support system.
Identify the weak link(s) within the chain and compile a comprehensive list of cloud security risks.
Enable stakeholders within the CSP to make reasonable estimates of risk values.
Input risk values to the CSCCRA quantitative simulation tool to arrive at the risk value in
monetary terms.

Figure 2. Overview of Cloud Supply Chain Cyber Risk Assessment (CSCCRA) model.

The three components of the CSCCRA model are [33]:
1.

2.

Cloud Quantitative Risk Analysis (CQRA): The CSCCRA model goes beyond the IT industry
norm to apply a quantitative assessment method to cloud risks for at least three reasons. First,
the ability to express risk as the combination of the probability of an event and its consequences as
per ISO Guide 73:2009 [57]. Second, the rigorous process involved in the identification of supply
chain risk factors [23], and third, the use of controlled experimentation [19]. With uncertainty
being the primary factor in risk analysis, the CSCCRA model makes use of a probabilistic estimate
of risk factors, for example, threat frequency, vulnerability and loss magnitude, representing the
forecast as a distribution (e.g., PERT, Poisson). To avoid cloud risk assessment being classed
as mere speculation or opinion of risk assessors, and moving it into the realm of knowledge,
based on informed opinion, making up for the lack of empirical evidence, the CQRA makes use
of calibrated assessors, who can make reasonable estimates. The tool is implemented using the
@RISK Monte Carlo Simulation Engine by Palisade [58], which is an add-in to Microsoft Excel.
Cloud Supplier Security Assessment (CSSA): The CSSA module of the CSCCRA, is a novel
addition to cloud risk assessment, and functions as a Security Rating Service (SRS) for the
suppliers involved in the delivery of the cloud service. The CSCCRA model requires cloud
providers to be aware of their supply chain and have sufficient information about the processes
and capabilities of their vendors. The CSSA addresses the notion of a distorted and incomplete
process involved in cloud supplier selection. Being a Multi-criteria decision making (MCDM)
tool, its use in cloud risk assessment ensures that decision made around cloud risks follows a
formal and rigorous form. Furthermore, Gartner also encourages organisations to adopt SRS as
part of their ongoing program for third-party cyber risk management [59]. The CSSA process
involves decomposing the cloud service into its component objects and using an improper
linear model, rating all entities based on identified security criteria. This process results in the
identification of weak suppliers readily susceptible to a cyber attack or those with a high risk
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of failure. Ghadge et al. [53] supports this approach, arguing that the identification of potential
weak spots in the supply chain through a dynamic model, captures its vulnerability and promote
proactive mitigation of risks.
Cloud Supply Chain Mapping (CSCM): Providing end-to-end supply chain visualisation while
assessing cloud risk makes it amenable to analyse and explore areas of weakness, strengths and
the potential risks to a cloud service while also supporting collaboration and decision-making
within the chain [60]. Visualising the information flow of a cloud service through the supply
chain assists in identifying critical suppliers and single points of failures (SPOFs) within the
chain. The benefit of a graphical representation of the inherent risk in the supply chain helps
to counter any documented biases in risk estimation and decision-making and is thought to
have an impact in reducing the cognitive load involved in the estimation of risk factors [61].
The CSCCRA model employs supply chain mapping during the pre-assessment stage, to allow
for continuous monitoring and visibility of the current state of cloud risk, and enable a data-driven
risk identification and estimation; not one based on assessor’s instinct.

4. Sample Risk Assessment with CSCCRA
To illustrate the steps of the CSCCRA model, we consider a cloud risk scenario where there is a loss
of SaaS provider (CSP-A) assets, due to unauthorised access to the hosting platform by malicious actors.
Here we assume that both the CSCM and CSSA Steps have been completed. In Figure 3, we present
the supply chain mapping of the SaaS application. The use of a visual structural model illustrates
the interdependencies between the components and accurately visualise the cloud information flow.
Here we see that CSP-A-SaaS (focal SaaS) relies on IaaS-Pr-A not just for its hosting function, but there
is also an indirect dependency on the provider for email services (Email-API-A).

Figure 3. Supply Chain mapping of CSP-A-SaaS using the Cloud Supply Chain Maping (CSCM) tool.

Also, Table 2 shows the supplier security assessment. The cloud service is broken down into
its components based on suppliers, and each supplier is scored on nine security target dimensions.
Assessing suppliers based on dimensions such as their availability of service (AoS), data & system
hosting (DSH), data security controls (DSC), the maturity of security assessment (MSA), the maturity
of operational security (MOS), encryption & key management(EKM), identity & access management
(IAM) etc., assists CSPs in the identification of weak suppliers readily susceptible to cyber-attack or
those with a high risk of failure. See Reference [62] for more information on the target dimensions.
The CSP stakeholders score each component supplier based on the nine security target dimensions
on a scale of 1 (least secure) to 10 (most secure). After this, a Z-Score (Zi ) is calculated for each
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target dimension, and the Z-Scores are summed up in the last column. The Z-score is a statistical
measurement of a score’s relationship to the mean in a set of scores. It measures how many standard
deviations (σ), a score (yi ) is above or below the population mean (y) [63]. The use of colour and
values are considered as suitable methods for communicating information in a visual framework [61].
The colour in each of the cells in the last column of Table 2, conveys the degree of risk that particular
component has, compared to the rest of the chain. A green cell has the best risk score (least risky),
followed by yellow and then red.
Table 2. Assessing CSP-A Supplier list using Cloud Supplier Security Assessment (CSSA).
Anonymised
Supplier

AoS

DSH

DSC

MSA

MOS

SGC

IAM

EKM

AS

IaaS-Pr-A
CSP-A
Email-API-A
Video-API-A
Map-API-A
DNS-Pr-A
Moni-App-A
Pay-App-A

8
7
10
9
9
10
10
8

10
9
9
10
10
10
10
10

10
9
10
10
9
10
10
10

10
8
10
9
10
10
9
10

10
8
9
7
8
10
10
9

10
8
9
7
10
10
10
10

10
9
10
9
10
9
10
10

9
9
10
9
10
10
10
10

9
9
9
9
9
10
9
9

Zi =

(yi − y)
σ

Combined
Z-Score
Value
−0.20
1.28
−0.17
0.65
−0.07
−0.71
−0.46
−0.31

(1)

PWC = PERT(5, 7, 10)

(2)

CE = PERT(2, 3, 4)

(3)

PC = PWC − CE

(4)

IC = PERT(50, 000, 250, 000, 700, 000)

(5)

Fr = Poisson(1)

(6)

ICy = IC ∗ Fr

(7)

ERV_C = ICy ∗ PC

(8)

ERV_WC = ICy ∗ PWC

(9)

The risk calculation shown in Table 3 and illustrated by the Equations (2)–(9), is based on a
consensus of estimates by stakeholders within the CSP organisation based on their knowledge of
the hosting provider. Each of the factors excluding the frequency of attack is represented by a PERT
distribution, where the assessors are required to provide estimates to a 90% confidence interval,
that is, lower bound (5%), most likely and upper bound (95%) estimate of the factors. A Poisson
distribution represents the frequency of attack since it expresses the probability of a given number of
events occurring within a fixed time. With the estimates provided, CQRA is then used to compute
the risk value, both when controls are in place and when the controls are ineffective. The final risk
value is presented in monetary terms (£) with three estimates (lower bound, mean value and upper
bound). Moreover, the choice of which risk value is acceptable to the decision-makers depends on
their risk appetite. Although from experience, when CSP’s consider the threat and vulnerability of
their application combined with their understanding of the controls in place, they arrive at a Most
Likely (ML) risk value which sits around the 85% percentile of the distribution.
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Table 3. Risk R1—Loss of CSP-A-SaaS assets due to unauthorised access to the hosting
platform (IaaS-Pr-A).
Parameter of Distribution
Uncertain Inputs

Distribution

Lower
Bound

Most
Likely

Upper
Bound

Probability of risk (without controls) (PWC)

PERT

5%

7%

10%

Control Efficiency (CE)

PERT

2%

3%

4%

Impact cost (IC)

PERT

£50,000

£250,000

£700,000

Average
Rate
Frequency of occurrence per year (Fr)

Poisson

1

Estimated Risk Value (ERV)

Without
Controls
(ERV_WC)

With
Controls
(ERV_C)

5% Percentile

£0

£0

Mean

£20,768.90

£12,067.60

95% Percentile

£68,667.13

£40,746.61

In summary, the presentation of the risk value in monetary terms promotes cost-effective risk
mitigation and optimal risk prioritisation. Also, the results of the model can be interpreted qualitatively
to a lay audience using various formats including tables, graphs, heat maps, risk matrices and
qualitative ratings, or to a learned audience using probability density functions (PDF) or cumulative
density functions (CDF).
5. Completeness Comparison of the CSSCRA Model with Established Models and Standards
Having gone through the steps taken by the CSCCRA model to assess CSP cloud risks, we now
compare the model with already established risk assessment standards and guidance documents based
on their completeness. Here, completeness refers to an evaluation of whether the model considers all
relevant inputs, includes all necessary tasks and whether the model outputs are linked to concepts of
information systems (IS) risks [64]. While several frameworks could have been selected to conduct this
comparison, we chose the Core Unified Risk Framework (CURF) [65]. The framework is proposed as an
all-inclusive approach for comparing different risk assessment method [65]. All-inclusive, because the
criteria for estimating the completeness of a risk assessment method, organically grow by adding new
issues and tasks from every reviewed method. CURF allows for a detailed qualitative comparison of
processes and activities in each RA method and provides a measure of completeness. It is scoped to
compare the content of methods to a predefined set of criteria instead of evaluating process tasks or
the issue the method is designed to address.
In their study, Wangen et al. [65] applied the framework to assessing 12 formal information system
risk assessment (ISRA) methods and found the ISO/IEC 27005:2011 method to be the most complete
approach overall, and both FAIR and ISO/IEC 27005:2011 to be the most complete for risk estimations.
In this section, we will be assessing the CSCCRA based on the three main risk assessment processes:
risk identification, risk estimation and risk evaluation, and scoring each task identified under the main
process. As shown in Table 4, we evaluate if each task is Addressed (2), Partially Addressed (1) or
Not Addressed (0).
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Table 4. Scoring CSCCRA’s Risk identification, estimation and evaluation process using the Core
Unified Risk Framework (CURF). Scores: XX = 2, X = 1. XX Addressed, X Partially addressed,
- Not addressed.
Risk Identification
Preliminary
assessment
Risk criteria
determination
Cloud-specific risk
considerations
Business objective
Identification

Score
XX
XX
XX
XX

Key risk indicators

XX

Stakeholder
identification

XX

Stakeholder analysis

XX

Asset identification

XX

Mapping of
personal data
Asset evaluation

X
XX

Asset owner
and custodian

X

Asset container

XX

Business process
identification
Vulnerability
identification
Vulnerability
assessment

XX

Threat identification

XX

Threat assessment
Control identification
Control assessment
Outcome identification
Outcome assessment
Asset,
Vulnerability,
Threat,
Outcome

X
XX
X
XX
X
XX
XX
XX
XX

Completeness (Total)

43/50

X

X

Risk Estimation
Asset identification
and evaluation
Threat willingness/
Motivation
Threat capability
(know how)
Threat capacity
(Resources)
Threat attack
duration
Vulnerability
assessment
Control efficiency
assessment
Subjective Probability
Estimate for event
Quantitative Probability
Estimate for event
Subjective impact
estimation
Quantitative impact
estimation
Privacy risk
estimation
Utility and incentive
calculation
Cloud vendor
assessment
Opportunity cost
Level of risk
determination
Risk aggregation
Event,
Consequence,
Uncertainty,
Probability,
Model sensitivity,
Knowledge about risk

Score
XX
X
X

Risk Evaluation
Risk criteria assessment
/revision (RCA)
Risk prioritisation/
Evaluation (RPE)
Risk treatment
recommendation (RTR)

Score
X
XX
XX

XX
XX
XX
XX
X
XX
XX
X
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
XX
X

31/46

5/6

According to Wangen et al. [65], a baseline level of security can be achieved through compliance
with standards, legislation and regulations, but to align with industry best practice (cloud in our
case) is highly dependent on having a tailored and functional information security risk management
(ISRM) processes. Our model helps CSPs to complete two of the most common risk identification
activities, that is, asset identification and evaluation. The unique addition of the CSSA and CSCM
pre-assessment steps tailors the model to assess the risk of composite systems. Furthermore, to improve
the completeness of our proposed model, we accompanied it with a software toolkit, available to CSPs
who are interested in using the model in assessing their cloud service.
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Risk Identification: CSCCRA’s risk identification process follows a risk scenario approach,
which accounts for the major risk factors that play a part in the risk event. It identifies
the asset (cloud service), vulnerability, threat, impact, consequence, and existing controls.
Its pre-assessment activity leads to risk identification and risk scenario development. This helps
with identifying situations where an asset could be vulnerable without being threatened or
threatened without being vulnerable, or where a vulnerable asset is not critical to the organisation.
Risk Estimation: The CSCCRA is a quantitative risk assessment model that defines risk as a
function of events, consequences, frequency, probability and their associated uncertainties. It
uses the Monte Carlo simulation for the calculation of risk value, accounting for the expert’s
uncertainty about their estimation and representing risk value as a probability distribution.
The model incorporates a control efficiency assessment into the probability of risk event
estimations, to provide stakeholders with the strength of their existing controls.
Risk Evaluation: The final phase of the CSCCRA model is the risk evaluation, where the analysed
risks are evaluated and prioritised according to their risk values. Also, during this phase, the risk
assessor makes a recommendation to the CSP about the treatment of their top ten risks using
security best practices as a guide. This provides the decision-makers with the information they
need to prioritise and mitigate their risk according to the available resources.

In Table 5, we place our self-evaluated CSCCRA scores alongside other established models.
In this evaluation, the CSCCRA model had a completeness score of 79 out of a possible total of 102.
The evaluation of the other models was completed in Wangen et al. [65] where more information on
the scoring can be found.
Critically looking into the CSCCRA framework and comparing its completeness with other
well-established models like ISO/IEC 27005, NIST 800-30, FAIR and ISACA’s RiskIT, we see that the
CSCCRA has made functional improvements on the existing models. Applying the criteria outlined in
the CURF framework shows the CSCCRA model met most of the requirements for each stage of the
risk assessment process and can be judged to be a more complete method. Nevertheless, this result
must be interpreted with caution because our scoring of the CSCCRA was based on a self-appraisal,
and the complete objectivity of the evaluation completed by Wangen et al. [65] cannot be ascertained.
While the performance of the CSCCRA model can be attributed to the fact that the model builds
on existing risk assessment standards and guidance documents, we argue that the novelty to expand its
functional scope to include the supply chain also plays an integral part in its success. The completeness
test also shows the extent of the model’s granularity as a risk assessment framework and its adaptability
to assessing the risks of any other composite system.
Table 5. Comparing CSCCRA’s Risk identification, estimation and evaluation process with other
established models.
CSCCRA

CRAMM

FAIR

OCTAVE
Allegro

ISO 27005

NIST
800-30

RISK
IT

Max
Score

Risk Identification
Risk Estimation
Risk Evaluation

43
31
5

29
10
4

26
30
2

32
14
5

38
27
3

24
26
2

29
22
4

50
46
6

Completeness Total

79

43

58

51

68

52

55

102

6. Conclusions and Future Work
This study set out to identify the supply chain gap in cloud risk assessment and propose the
CSCCRA model as a way of bridging this gap. In describing the model, we listed its principal
components and presented a cloud provider scenario where the model is valuable. We examined
the effect of supply chain transparency on cloud risks, by applying an iterative, incremental and
inclusive approach to cloud risk assessment. Using our proposed model, we showed how the
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decomposition of risk items into its various risk factors, allows decision-makers to investigate cloud
risks, avoiding extreme subjectivity in their evaluation.
Although targeted only at CSPs and not cloud customers, a distinctive contribution of this study
is that it caters for the complexities involved in cloud delivery and adapts to the dynamic nature of
the cloud, enabling CSPs to conduct risk assessments at a higher frequency, in response to a change
in the supply chain. This rigorous and dynamic risk assessment model, combines aspects of various
disciplines, ranging from cybersecurity, supplier assessment, systems thinking, decision support
systems, transparency, modelling, supply chain mapping and risk assessment, applying them in a
multi-staged approach to the problem area.
While not ignorant of the counter-argument against quantitative models, particularly around
their complexity of computation and cost, we argue that the CSCCRA, being a well-defined
model, simplifies the process of cloud risk assessment. Also, the rigour involved in the process,
allows decision-makers to investigate each aspect of the risk, avoiding extreme subjectivity in their
evaluation. The model’s completeness score also emphasises its functional improvement on existing
risk assessment methods.
Future work will see us conduct more real-world case studies with SaaS cloud providers to
validate the applicability of our model to multicloud systems. After which, we plan to develop the
CSCCRA model into a web-based application that can be accessed by CSPs over the internet.
Collectively, we anticipate that the implementation of the CSCCRA model will reveal that
the structured and systematic approach to cloud risk assessment can deliver objective risk results,
saving the CSP time and effort as they mature into the use of the model.
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